"In''this"article, we"study, the"concept"of WN"-"2"-''Absorbing'''submodules and WNS''-''2''-''Absorbing"submodules as generalization of weakly 2-absorbing and weakly semi 2-absorbing submodules respectively. We investigate some of basic properties, examples and characterizations of them. Also, prove, the class of WN-2-Absorbing "submodules is contained in the class of WNS-2-Absorbing "submodules. Moreover, many interesting results about these concepts, were proven.
Introduction"
Weakly''2''-''absorbing'''submodules'''was"introduced by"Darani and''"Soheilinia, in 2011, where a''proper''submodule''B of an"R''-''module"Y is''called'''weakly'''"2-absorbing''submodule,''if''whenever'''0 ≠ aby ∊ B, with a, b ∊ R, y ∊ Y, implies that either ay ∊ B or by ∊ B or ab ∊ [B:Y] [1]". And the concept of a weakly semi 2-absorbing submodule was introduce by"Haibt and Khalaf in 2018, where a''proper ''submodule''B of an"R"-'''module"'''Y'''is'''called a"weakly"semi'''2-"absorbing"submodule , if"whenever 0 ≠ a y ∊ B , with a ∊ R, y ∊ Y, implies that either ay ∊ B or'''a ∊ [ B : Y] [2] . "These two concepts are generalized in this article, to WN-2-Absorbing submodules and WNS-2-Absorbing submodules, we prove that the class of WN-2-Absorbing submodules is contained in the class of WNS-2-Absorbing submodules while the converse is not true see example (3.14) .''''Recall'''that''a''submodule A of an R"-''module Y is ''called'''small if"for any"submodule B of Y, Y = A + B, implies that A = Y [3] . Recall that an R-epimorphism f ∶ Y → Y is called small if Kerf is a small submodule of Y, and f ȷ M ȷ M` ȷ f M and ȷ M f ȷ M [3] . A ring R is a good ring if (R) Y = (Y), where Y is an Rmodule equivalently R is a good ring if (Y) ∩ A = (A) for every submodule A of Y [3] . If Y is an R-module and A, B, C are submodules of Y with B ⊆ C. Then (A + B) ∩ C = ( A ∩ C ) + (B ∩ C ) = ( A ∩ C ) + B [3] . Recall that an "R-"module Y is '''regular ''if'''R'/'ann'(x)''is''regular''ring''' [4] .'''Recall''that''a''subset''S'''of'''a''ring'R is called multiplicatively'''''closed'''subset''''of R if '''1'∈'S''and'''ab ∈ S "for all'''a'',''b'∈ S [5] ". This note consists of two parts in the first part, we introduced'''the''concept''of "WN''-2"-''Absorbing''submodule'', and in the second part we introduced"the''concept''of'''WNS'-'2'-'Absorbing''''submodule'.
WN-2-Absorbing"Submodules"and Related Concept
In this part of the research,'we''''introduce''''and'''studied''''the''''concept'''of WN-2"-'Absorbing'''submodules'''as''a''generalization'''of weakly"2'-'absorbing''submodules''. 'Definition'1 A"proper'''submodule''B of an"R'-'module'''Y is''said''to"be WN-'2'-'Absorbing submodules'"if''whenever' 0 aby ∊ "B, where a, b ∊"R, y ∊ Y, implies that either ay ∊ "B ′ "ȷ Y or by ∊ "B ′ "ȷ Y or ab ∊ "B ′ "ȷ Y : Y , where (Y) is the Jacobsen radical of Y. An''ideal' I"of a ring R' is"'said' to'"be WN-'2-'Absorbing' ideal of"R, if'''I is'''a WN-"2-'Absorbing'''submodules'"of"an"R'-'module'R.
Remark"2
'Every"weakly 2-absorbing"submodule of an R-module Y is WN-2-Absorbing submodules, while the converse is not true. 
Proposition 5
Let"Y be an"R"-'module,''and
Since'''B ⊆ B + (Y), hence proof is clearly.
Remark 6
The"intersection of two is a "WN-2"-'Absorbing''submodules'"of"an"R'-"module Y need not to be is a WN-2-Absorbing"submodule. 
ah(y) ∊ h(A) +h( (Y)) or bh(y) ∊ h(A) + h( (Y)) or abh(y) ⊆ h(A) +h( (Y)). But h is small epimorphism then either ay`∈ h (A) + (Y`) or by`∈ h (A) + (Y`) or abY` ⊆ h (A) + (Y`).
Hence h A is WN-2-Absorbing submodules of of Y`.
Proposition 13
Let 
WNS-2-Absorbing Submodules and Related Concept
This section devoted to'''introduce'''and'''study''the'''concept'''of WNS"-2-"Absorbing'''submodules''''as"a'''generalization'''of'''a''weakly"semi"2-'absorbing'''submodule.
Definition 14
A''proper'''submodule'''B'''of"an"R'-'module"Y"is'"said''to'be"a"WNS'-'2'-'Absorbing'''submodule'''of''Y , 'if"whenever' 0 ≠ ∈ " , where a ∊"R, y ∊Y, implies that either ay
Remarks''and'Examples 15
1. It is clear that'''every'''weakly'''semi'''2-'absorbing"submodule"'of an"R-'module"Y is'a WNS-"2-'Absorbing"submodule of Y while'''the'''converse' is'''not'''true 2. In the Z-'module"
, the submodule B = 〈8 〉 is'a WNS-2'-"Absorbing submodule'"'of Y, 'but"'not''weakly"'semi 2-absorbing of Y since 0 ≠ 2 2 ∈ , but 
'Remark 19
The intersection of two WNS-2"-"Absorbing' submodules 'of 'an"R-"'module Y"is' not necessary WNS-"2-"Absorbing'"submodules"of Y. 
